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The production of electrons by bottom and charm hadrons has been studied in e+e - annihilation at 34.6 GeV center of 
mass energy. It is observed that the b quark fragmentation function is peaked at large values of the scaling variable z with 
(Zb) = c~ ft.4+0.1S +0.1S V'nr C quarks (z c) = n ~-7+0.10 +O.OS is observed. A forward-backward charge asymmetry of A 

v ' v " r  - 0 . 1 0  - 0 . 1 1  . . . .  v ' ~ "  - 0 . 0 9  - 0 . 0 6  

= -0.25 ± 0.22 was measured in b production. 

The majori ty  of  hadronic events from e l e c t r o n -  
positron annihilation at high energies is believed to 
arise from quark pair product ion e+e - -~ qCl, with the 

quarks subsequently fragmenting to produce hadrons. 
Heavy quark (charm and bo t tom)  product ion in this 
scheme is especially interesting since the product ion 

of  heavy quark pairs in the fragmentation process is 
expected to be small at PETRA energies; hence ha- 
drons containing heavy quarks are believed to contain 
a primary quark. These hadrons carry information 
about the original product ion of  quarks and the first 

stage of  fragmentation. Hadrons containing heavy 
quarks have been observed to have semi-leptonic de- 
cays [ 1 - 4 ] ,  and so the product ion rates and momen- 
tum spectra of  leptons observed in hadron events fur- 
nish information on the heavy quarks. 

It has been observed [ 5 - 8 ]  that D *-+ charmed 
mesons retain a large fraction of  the charmed quark 
momenta  in the fragmentation process. Measurements 
of  leptons have also shown [ 9 - 1 4 ]  that bo t t om ha- 
drons carry on the average an even larger fraction of  
the original quark momentum.  These observations are 
consistent with theoretical  ideas [ 15 -17 ]  that heavy 
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quarks are expected to have harder fragmentation 
functions than light quarks, that is a hadron containing 
a heavy quark is expected to carry a large fraction of  

the heavy quark's  original momentum.  In this letter 
we present a determinat ion of  the bo t tom and 
charmed quark fragmentation functions based on in- 
clusive electron spectra. 

The experiment was carried out  at the DESY stor- 
age ring PETRA using the TASSO detector  [18,19].  
The data were collected at center of  mass energies W 
between 32.9 GeV and 36.8 GeV with an average i f /of  

34.6 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity 
of  72.1 pb -1  . Hadronic events were selected using 
charged particle information as described previously 
[20,21] giving 20331 events. To reduce further the 
background from two photon interactions and radia- 
tive Bhabha scattering, each of  these events was re- 
quired (a) to have at least 5% of  its charged momen- 
tum in each +Z hemisphere, where Z is the beam axis 
direction and (b) to have an aplanarity A ~> 0.0005, 
where aplanarity is calculated from charged tracks and 

3 
is defined asA = ~Q1, and Q3 ~> Q2 ~> Q1 are the nor- 
malized eigenvalues of the momentum tensor [22].  
These cuts selected 18 999 events which contained 
1506 (136) electron candidates in the momentum 
range 1 ~<p ~< 10 GeV/c (4 ~<p <~ 10 GeV/c). 

Electrons were detected in lead-liquid argon shower 
counters located above and below the TASSO magnet 
coil. These counters cover 40% of  the solid angle. They 
consist of  a system of  towers and strips described in 
detail previously [19].  The towers are composed of  
signal plates o f ~  7 × 7 cm 2 (front towers) and ~ 14 
× 14 cm 2 (back towers) stacked so as to point at the 
interaction region. Four front towers are followed by  
one back tower.  The ~ 2 cm wide copper strips are 
plated onto epoxy circuit board and run orthogonal to 
the beam axis (Z = constant)  and parallel to it (4 
= constant).  The first active layer of  the counter is at 
a radial distance of  178 cm from the interaction point.  
The towers provide easy pattern recognition and a 
measurement of  the total  shower energy with a resolu- 
tion of  OE/E = 0.136/Vrff + 0.03, E in GeV, and the 
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strips provide an accurate angular resolution of  better 
than 6 mrad. (These values are for electrons of  energy 
greater than 1 GeV). Charged particle momenta are 
measured over the solid angle of  the shower counters 
with a cylindrical drift chamber giving a momentum 
resolution of  Op/p = 0.016(1 + p2) l /2 ,  p in GeV/c. 

Electron showers are separated from hadron show- 
ers and from hadrons with nearby photons using sever- 
al measurements of  the shower properties. In brief: 

(1) The momentum of the charged track was re- 
quired to agree with the total shower energy measured 
in the front and back towers. 

(2) The extrapolated position of  the charged track 
was required to agree with the position of  the shower 
measured in the strips. 

(3) The longitudinal development (depth) of  the 
shower measured in front towers, back towers and 
strips was required to be consistent with an electron 
shower. 

(4) The lateral distribution (width) of  the shower 
energy measured in the strips was required to be con- 
sistent with an electron shower. The precise criteria 
follow: 

(1) A X 2 value was defined to measure the agree- 
ment between track momentum and shower energy. 
The measured track momentum Pmeas and the mea- 
sured shower energy Emeas were combined to find a 
value Pfit (Efit) representing the electron momentum 
(energy) by minimizing X 2 = [(Pmeas - Pfit)/ 
Op(Pfit) ] 2 + [(Emea s _ Efit)/OE(Efit) ] 2 with respect 
to Pfit" If  the shower energy was less than the track 
momentum (as tends to be the case for hadronic 
showers) the energy and momentum were required to 
be consistent by demanding a X 2 value less than 6.0. 

(2) All of  the strips struck by a shower were used 
to determine the energy weighted position of  the 
shower. The differences in position in the two direc- 
tions AZ and A¢ (cm) between the extrapolated track 
position and the shower position were found. The er- 
rors on these quantities were measured in two photon 
scattering events e+e - ~ e+e-e+e - and Bhabha scat- 
tering events e+e-  -+ e+e-  to be o z = 0.48/p + 1.27 
cm and % = 0.77/p + 0.53 cm where p is the momen- 
tum of  the charged track measured in GeV/c. This er- 
ror contains the multiple scattering error, the error on 
the position measurement of  the shower, and the error 
on the extrapolated track position (which is important 
in the case of  OZ). The condition (AZ/oz) 2 
+ (/X~/%)2 < 26 was required to be satisfied. 

(3) The longitudinal development of  the shower 
was required to be consistent with that of  an electron 
by examining E F and EB, the front tower and back 
tower summed energies. It was required that (EB/EF) 
< 0.80 + 0.10p. 

(4) The cluster was required to have most of  its en- 
ergy concentrated in a small lateral region by demand- 
ing that the energies E z and E¢ measured in the two 
strips closest to the extrapolated track position (in the 
two directions Z and ~) be large. The requirements 
were that Ez/Emi n > -0 .64  + 1.22 p and that E j  
Emi n > -1 .43  + 1.13p where Emi n is the mean energy 
deposited by a minimum ionizing particle traversing 
the counter at normal incidence. 

The efficiency for detecting an electron with these 
cuts was determined from two photon scattering 
events e+e - + e+e-e+e - for electron momenta 1 <~p 
~< 5 GeV/c, and is approximately constant in this range 
with a value of  82%. 

The major sources of  background in the electron 
sample are showers induced by charged hadrons re- 
sembling electron showers, charged hadrons and pho- 
tons accidentally arriving at nearly the same location 
in the counter, and photon conversions into electron 
pairs which were not recognized as such. A hybrid 
Monte Carlo method was used to estimate the back- 
grounds due to hadrons. Single simulated hadron 
showers were generated with the aid of  the hadronic 
shower Monte Carlo program Gheisha [23].  All elec- 
tromagnetic particles (including those produced in the 
course o f  a hadronic shower) were treated with the 
electromagnetic shower Monte Carlo program EGS 
[24].  The detector response to these showers was sim- 
ulated in detail; drift times were generated for the 
wires of  the drift chamber and deposited energies were 
generated for the towers and strips of  the shower 
counters. This simulated shower was then imbedded 
into a real event by combining the drift times (taking 
the shortest drift time if the same wire fired in both 
data and Monte Carlo) and by summing the energy de- 
posits in the liquid argon. The resultant event was then 
passed through the analysis chain used for the real 
data. The thrust axis was determined using all charged 
tracks including the imbedded track. The momentum 
p and transverse momentum PT with respect to the 
thrust axis of  the simulated hadron were determined. 
At a given p and PT, the energy deposit distributions 
associated with the simulated hadrons were found to 
agree with those of  the charged tracks in hadronic 
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events. The hybrid method enabled us to simulate not 
only hadronic showers, but  also the overlapping of  
hadronic showers with photons as occurs in a jet  envi- 
ronment.  Using this method it was estimated that  (1.0 
+ 0.3)% of  all hadrons with momentum p / >  2.0 GeV/c 
and PT/>  1.0 GeV/c pass the electron selection crite- 
ria. This number increases to (1.5 + 0.4)% for hadrons 
closer to the jet  axis with momentum p >t 1.0 GeV/c 
and PT < 1.0 GeV/c. These fractions are consistent 
with estimates obtained from the pions observed in the 
decays z ~ hadrons and K 0 ~ 7r+Ir - . 

Electrons from photon  conversion and from the 
Dalitz decay of  the 7r 0 were suppressed by  a search for 
opposi tely charged pairs of  particles with an invariant 
mass below 0.080 GeV (assuming electron masses for 
the particles) and a common vertex at a radial distance 
between 8 cm and 35 cm from the interaction point.  

This radial region includes all regions of  the detector  

between the beam pipe and the inner wall of  the drift 
chamber. The background from conversion electrons 
not found by  this search was estimated by  simulating 
full events in the drift chamber, followed by the same 
pattern recognition and analysis used in the data. Of 
the conversion electrons in the momentum range 1 ~< p 
~< 10 GeV/c approximately  65% are recognized and re- 
moved. After removing the detected conversion elec- 
trons 1110 (117) electron candidates remained in the 
momentum range 1 ~<p ~< 10 GeV/c (4 ~<p ~< 10 
GeV/c). 

The studies of  background showed that of  these 
electron candidates 52% (69%) are prompt  electrons 
from semi-leptonic decays, 30% (26%) are hadronic 
background and 18% (5%) are conversion electrons 
which were not recognized in the momentum ranges 
1 ~<p ~< 10 GeV/c (4 ~<p ~< 10 GeV/c).  This is shown 
in fig. 1, where the electron candidates are shown as 
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points with error bars and the background contribu- 
tion is shown in white. 

The efficiency for finding a prompt electron was 
determined using the same hybrid method, this time 
imbedding a single simulated electron track and show- 
er produced with EGS [24] into real events. The elec- 
tron detection efficiency for electrons with momen- 
tum p />  2.0 GeV/c and PT ~> 1.0 GeV/c (these are iso- 
lated tracks) is approximately 82% as also seen in the 
two photon events e+e - ~ e+e-e+e - ,  and falls to ap- 
proximately 73% for electrons with momentum p ~> 1.0 

GeV/c and PT < 1.0 GeV/c (these tracks are near the 
jet axis). 

A useful variable for separating the contribution of  
charmed hadrons and bot tom hadrons to the lepton 
rate is the transverse momentum PT. As bot tom ha- 
drons are more massive than charmed hadrons, their 
decay can produce a lepton at a larger PT- Therefore 
seven bins were defined inp ,  (1 ~<p < 2, 2 ~<p < 3, 
3 <~p<4,4<~p<5,5  <~p<6,6 <~p<7,7 <~p 
~< 10 GeV/c) and four bins were defined in PT (0.0 
~<PT ~< 0.5, 0.5 ~<PT ~< 1.0, 1.0 ~<PT ~< 1.5, 1.5 ~<PT 
~< 2.5). A prompt electron rate was then estimated for 
each bin by subtracting the various background contri- 
butions from the electron candidates. 

The fragmentation functions of  heavy quark flavors 
were parameterized by 

N 
= for z ~ Zmi n , 

f(z) z [ 1 - 1 / z - e / ( 1 - z ) ]  2 '  

= 0 ,  for z <Zmin , (1) 

as proposed by Peterson et al. [17] ,  where N is a nor- 
malization factor chosen such that f f ( z )  dz = 1, e is a 
parameter describing the fragmentation, and f(z) is 
the probability of  finding a hadron containing the 
original quark at z, defined as 

z = (E + Pll ) hadron/(E + pll ) quark , 

where E is the energy of  the quark or hadron, Pli is the 
longitudinal momentum of  the quark or hadron mea- 
sured relative to the original quark direction and Zmi n 
is the minimum value that z can take on. (Due to finite 
hadron masses Zmi n is not zero.) The use of  formula 
(1) gives us a convenient way of  expressing our results. 

A fit to the background subtracted electron distri- 
butions was made considering three different classes 
of  events: 

(1) Semi-leptonic decay of  bot tom hadrons in b~a 
events. 

(2) Semi-leptonic decay of  charmed hadrons in c~ 
events. 

(3) Semi-leptonic decay of  charmed hadrons result- 
ing from the decay of  bot tom hadrons in bb events 
(cascade decay). 

The lepton spectra were estimated using our stan- 
dard Monte Carlo event simulation [25] with indepen- 
dent jet fragmentation [26],  first and second order 
QCD as calculated by FKSS [27] and radiative correc- 
tions as calculated by Berends and Kleiss [28].  The 
generated lepton spectra of  D and B mesons in the 
center of  mass frame are in agreement with the results 
from DELCO [2] and CLEO [4],  respectively. The 
spectrum of leptons from the cascade decay of  B 
mesons to D mesons to leptons is in agreement with 
expectations from the D spectra from B meson decay 
as measured by CLEO [29].  

Four parameters were allowed to vary in the fit: e c 
and e b the longitudinal fragmentation function param- 
eters for charmed quarks and bot tom quarks, and 
BR(c ~ euX) as well as BR(b -+ euX) the average semi- 
leptonic branching ratios of  charmed hadrons and bot- 
tom hadrons into electrons, respectively. The fit was 
performed by generating electron p and PT spectra 
with a fiat fragmentation function and weighting these 
spectra with the fragmentation functions and branch- 
ing ratios to predict the contents of  the set of  bins giv- 
en before. The distribution of  prompt electrons in the 
momentum range 1 <~ p < 10 GeV/c was taken into 
the fit, with the exception of  the bins (1 <~p < 2 
GeV/c, 0 ~<PT < 1 GeV/c) and (2 ~<p < 3 GeV/c, 0 
~< PT < 0.5 GeV/e) where the hadronic background is 
above 65% of  the total rate. We obtain 

BR(c -+ evX) = 0.092 + 0.022(stat.) --- 0.040(syst.) ,  

BR(b ~ euX) = 0.111 + 0.034 -+ 0 .040 ,  

= n nn~-0.005 -0.005 
eb . . . . .  +0.022 +0.020 ' 

e c = 0.19 -0.13 -0.08 
+0.29 +0.17 ' 

where the statistical errors are those defined by an in- 
crease in X 2 value of  1.0. The four parameters are cor- 
related, and the statistical errors take this into account 
by being given as the outer limits o f  the projection of  
the four dimensional surface where the X 2 has in- 
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creased by 1.0. The X 2 value for this fit is 16.3 for 21 
degrees of  freedom. The various contributions from 
the fit to the electron rate are shown in fig. 1. System- 
atic errors were estimated by varying the overall esti- 
mate o f  the hadronic background by -+30%, by varying 
the estimate of  the converted photon background by 

+20% and by varying the regions o f p  and PT used in 
the fit. 

The average semi-leptonic branching ratios into 
electrons are comparable to the results from the charm 
and bot tom threshold energy regions [ 1 - 4 ]  as well as 
to the higher energy data [9 -14 ,30 ] .  

The values of  e c and e b correspond to average val- 
ues of  z of  

(z b) = 0.84 + 0.15 + 0.15 
-0.10 - 0.11 ' 

(z c) = 0.57 + 0.10 + 0.05 
- 0 . 0 9  - 0 . 0 6  " 

These results agree with previous measurements [9 

- 1 4 1 .  
One further topic of  interest is that of  possible 

weak-electromagnetic interference effects. Quarks are 
expected to have an asymmetry in their production 
angular distribution due to weak-electromagnetic 
interference, similar to, but larger than the asymmetry 
observed in the process e+e - ~ ta+/a - * 1. We analyzed 
the data in terms of  the angular distribution of  the 
event thrust axis, which according to Monte Carlo 
studies [32] measures the original quark direction 
within 8 ° accuracy. The p and PT of  the electron and 
an event shape variable (described below) are used to 
determine the probability that the event arose from 
an e+e - ~ bb event or an e+e - ~ cg event. The charge 
of  the electron found in the jet is used to decide 
whether the jet originated from a quark or an anti- 
quark (an e -  tags b and g quarks). 

The event shape variable used is motivated by the 
observation that near threshold, bb events have high 
sphericities [29].  This variable is calculated in the fol- 
lowing way: all of  the particles which fall within a 
cone of  half-opening angle 40 ° about the thrust axis 
are considered, and divided into two jets of  particles. 
The particles of  each jet are then boosted by a Lorentz 
transformation into the rest frame of  a hypothetical 
particle travelling along the thrust axis with velocity/3 
= 0.64. (This boost brings the particles toward the 

,a For a recent summary see ref. [31]. 

quark rest frame). The value of/3 was chosen to maxi- 
mize the separation of  bb events from cE events. The 
sphericities S 1 and S 2 of  the two jets in their boosted 
frames are calculated, and the product S 1 X S 2 is 
taken as a measure o f  how likely the event was to have 
come from an e+e-  -+ bb event or an e+e - ~ cE event. 
For the standard Monte Carlo events the requirement 
S 1 X S 2 > 0.1 yields a sample of  events of  which 37% 
arise from bottom quark pair production and selects 
27% of all bb events produced. Requiring that S 1 × S 2 

0.2 yields a sample of  events of  which 48% arise 
from bot tom quark pair production and selects 9% of 
all bb events produced. 

A maximum likelihood fit was performed to the 
angular distribution 0 between the incoming electron 
beam and the thrust axis in the same (opposite) hemi- 
sphere as the detected electron (positron). The func- 
tion to be maximized was 

W(A b, A c) = ~ in [F(p, PT, S 1 × 82,  COS 0)] , 

where the sum is over the same electron candidates 
used above, and 

f (p,  PT, S1 × $2, cos 0) 

8 = fb(P, PT, S1 × $2)(1 + g a b  cos 0 + cos20) 

8 +fe(P, PT, S1 × $2)(1 - SAc cos 0 + cos20) 

+fg(p,pT,S1 X $2)(1 + cos20) 

+fb_.c(p,pT,S1 X $2)(1 - ~A b cos 0 + cos20). (2) 

A b and A c are the forward-backward asymmetries of  
bot tom and charmed quarks respectively for the full 
angular range,fb( p, PT, S1 X $2) is the fraction of  
event s, with the particular values of  p, PT and S 1 × $2, 
which come from original bot tom quark production, 

re(P, PT, S1 × $2) is the fraction of  events which 
come from original charmed quark production, 
fg(P, PT, S1 × $2) is the fraction of  events which 
come from background sources (this distribution is as- 
sumed to have the symmetric form 1 + cos20), and 
fb~c(P,PT, S1 × $2) is  the fraction of  bb events in 
which one or both of  the bot tom quarks has subse- 
quently decayed to a charmed quark, and where this 
charmed quark produced an observable electron. These 
fractions were determined from Monte Carlo events 
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generated with the fragmentation parameters deter- 

mined above. 
The fit of eq. (2) to the data yields 

A b = -0 .25  +- 0 .22 ,  

A c = +0.05 + 0 .24 ,  

The errors given here are statistical only and the sys- 
tematic errors are small compared to the statistical er- 
rors. These values are to be compared to the values 

given by the standard electroweak theory ofA b 
= ~) .25  and A c = -0 .14 .  When the results for the bot- 
tom quark asymmetry are combined with our previous 

results from muons [12] o fA b = -0 .375  -+ 0.275, we 

obtain a combined value o fA b = -0 .30  -+ 0.18. Asym- 
metry measurements have been reported by other ex- 
periments [30,l 1,14]. The results from the MARK J 

group can be directly compared and are A b = -0 .21  
-+ 0.19 and A c = - 0 . 1 6  + 0.09. We have been informed 
of a similar measurement by the JADE Collaboration. 

In conclusion, the b fragmentation function is 
found to be peaked at large z with (z b) 

+0.15 + 0.15 which shows that the b quark flag- = 0.84 -0 .10-0 .11  
mentat ion function is hard. The c fragmentation func- 
tion also has a large mean z of (z c) = 0.57 + 0.10 + 0.05 

- 0.09 - 0.06" 
The angular distributions of the jets of particles asso- 
ciated with heavy quark production are found to be in 
agreement with the standard electroweak theory. 
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